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ABSTRACT
Immediate postoperative assessment of trans-arterial chemoembolization (TACE) using gold standard modalities, MRI
and CT, is unreliable due to confounding interactions with lipiodol and post-embolization inflammatory changes. We
previously demonstrated that recent advancements in power Doppler ultrasound processing enables changes in slow blood
flow to be detected immediately following TACE. Recently, we have developed a filtering method that employs a higherorder singular value decomposition (HOSVD) applied to aperture data to mitigate thermal noise and acoustic clutter. Here,
we investigate HOSVD as a tool to improve non-contrast ultrasound evaluation of TACE. Preliminary feasibility is
demonstrated in a small pilot study. Treatment-induced changes in perfusion are visualized most readily using the HOSVD
filter in comparison to conventional filtering methods. The HOSVD filter produced the greatest change in contrast between
pre-TACE and post-TACE power Doppler images.
Keywords: Blood flow, power Doppler, higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD), singular value
decomposition (SVD), clutter rejection

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, liver cancer has become one of the primary causes of cancer-related death in the United States [1],
[2]. Despite advances in clinical care, liver cancer remains associated with a high mortality because most cases are not
eligible for curative surgical treatment, due to the advanced stage of disease at diagnosis. Global treatment guidelines
endorse trans-arterial chemoembolization (TACE) as the standard therapy for palliative care and down-staging of hepatic
malignancies [3]. The primary objective of TACE is to elicit occlusion of the tumor vascular supply while delivering high
doses of chemotherapy. Therapeutic efficacy is determined by reduced contrast enhancement on MRI or CT, which
correlates with tumor necrosis. However, therapeutic evaluation is not performed until 4-6 weeks posttreatment due to
confounding interactions with the chemotherapeutic delivery agent, lipiodol, and post-embolization inflammatory changes
[3], [4]. This delays response assessment and re-treatment of residual tumor which can result in tumor progression. A
reliable, early assessment mechanism could improve survival.
Ultrasound imaging has been proposed for earlier assessment of TACE outcomes. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS)
can effectively detect perfusion changes indicative of therapeutic response 1-2 weeks post-TACE [5]–[7]. However, earlier
assessment is susceptible to confounding interactions with gas deposits and drug-eluting beads. In addition, CEUS is
dependent on contrast administration, which increases the complexity of intraprocedural imaging. In comparison, noncontrast power Doppler (PD) imaging is advantageous because the image is formed directly from the echo data and is
more robust toward these confounding factors. Power Doppler was initially investigated for clinical evaluation of TACE
nearly two decades ago, but motion artifacts and clutter signals from slowly moving tissue resulted in poor sensitivity
toward blood flow [8]. Since then, advancements in imaging, filtering, and post-processing have enabled clinical
visualization of low velocity blood flow.
Recent studies have demonstrated that non-contrast power Doppler imaging with these advanced techniques is sensitive
to changes in perfusion immediately after TACE [9]–[12]. This suggests that non-contrast ultrasound may enable
assessment of therapeutic efficacy 3-4 weeks earlier than conventional radiographic methods [13]. However, PD imaging
remains susceptible to degradation caused by thermal noise and acoustic clutter signals. These sources of degradation
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particularly impede robust microvasculature imaging, as low velocity blood echoes are often close to the noise floor and
can exhibit similar temporal characteristics to clutter signals [14], [15].
To overcome these challenges, filtering is performed in ultrasonic blood flow imaging to suppress acoustic noise and
“clutter” signals, which arise from reverberation, off-axis scattering, and tissue echoes [14], [16]. Conventionally, clutter
rejection is achieved using IIR, FIR, and regression filters, which operate along temporal series of Doppler data [15], [17],
[18]. More recently, singular value decomposition (SVD) has been used in clutter rejection algorithms [19]–[23]. Singular
value decomposition is a method of adaptive basis generation, meaning that SVD filters are not constrained to the Fourier
bases. Rather, the singular value decomposition produces two sets of singular vector matrices that characterize the temporal
and spatial features of the data, which has enabled the development of numerous signal classification algorithms.
The higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) has been proposed to further improve signal separation during
filtering. The higher-order singular value decomposition is an extension of the singular value decomposition to data tensors
[24]. Employing HOSVD in clutter rejection algorithms expands the feature space for signal classification, which enables
better separability of the blood signal. The application of HOSVD for clutter rejection filtering was initially proposed by
Kim et al., who developed an HOSVD filter that operated on a tensor of radiofrequency data with one spatial dimension
and two slow-time dimensions [25]–[27]. Recently, we developed a HOSVD filtering technique for aperture domain data,
which operates upon a tensor with a spatial dimension, slow-time dimension, and channel dimension [28]. In prior work,
our aperture domain HOSVD filter was shown to enable greater rejection of clutter and noise signals in comparison to
SVD filtering.
We propose the application of HOSVD filtering to improve visualization of treatment-induced changes in blood flow
immediately following TACE. In addition, we seek to study if the changes in perfusion observed with PD are predictive
of treatment outcome for TACE. In this proceedings, we demonstrate the efficacy of HOSVD filtering using data acquired
in a small pilot study of eight subjects.

2. METHODS
2.1 Singular Value Decomposition Filtering
Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a matrix factorization technique that can be used to perform clutter rejection for
blood flow imaging. Typically, SVD filters operate on radiofrequency data composed of 𝑍 axial samples, 𝑋 lateral samples,
and 𝑁 slow-time frames. Prior to decomposition, the data is reshaped into a Casorati form (𝑀 = 𝑋𝑍), and can be
represented as a 2-D matrix, 𝑿 ∈ ℂ × . The SVD of the 2-D radiofrequency data matrix is given by
𝓧 = 𝑼 𝑺 𝑽′
where (') indicates the transpose. SVD produces a singular value matrix, 𝑺 and two unitary singular vector matrices 𝑼 and
𝑽. The singular vectors characterize the dominant features of the data along the spatial and temporal dimensions. The
singular values indicate the scale of each singular vector. Filtering is performed by weighting or zeroing components that
correspond to clutter signals.
2.2 Higher-Order Singular Value Decomposition Filtering
We have developed a HOSVD filter applied to a 3D tensor of aperture domain data, e.g. delayed channel data after
synthetic transmit focusing, prior to the beam sum. The HOSVD filter operates on an aperture data tensor composed of 𝑍
axial samples, 𝑋 lateral samples, 𝑁 slow-time frames, and 𝐾 channels. Combining the spatial samples in a Casorati form,
the aperture data is represented as a 3-D matrix, 𝓧 ∈ ℂ × × . The HOSVD of the 3-D aperture data matrix 𝓧 ∈
ℂ × × is given by
𝓧= 𝓖 × 𝑼× 𝑽 × 𝑾
where × indicates the mode-𝑛 product [24]. HOSVD yields a core tensor, 𝓖, and three unitary matrices: the spatial
singular vectors, 𝑼; the temporal singular vectors, 𝑽; and the channel singular vectors, 𝑾.
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Clutter rejection was performed by reducing or
zeroing components within the core tensor, 𝓖,
which map to clutter-dominant components. The
composition of the core tensor and filter cutoffs
were
adaptively
determined
using
a
multidimensional classification scheme [28].
Signal classification was performed by
analyzing (1) the mean frequency of temporal
singular
vectors,
(2)
the
coherence
characteristics of channel singular vectors, and
(3) the energy of the spatial singular values.
2.3 Clinical Data Acquisition
Eight patients undergoing TACE procedures
Figure 1. Example of ROIs for paired images. Regions exhibiting a
were included in the IRB-approved study [11],
comparable field of view and echogenicity in paired pre-TACE and
[29]. The patient population involved six
post-TACE images were used for tumor (circle) and background
hepatocellular carcinoma cases and two
(rectangle) regions of interest.
neuroendocrine cases. Data were acquired at two
timepoints, immediately before and immediately after the procedure. At each timepoint, three datasets were collected by
the interventional radiologist performing the procedure. At clinical follow-up, the lesions were classified as progressive
disease (PD), stable disease (SD), partial response (PR), or complete response (CR) using the modified Response
Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors [13].
A Verasonics C5-2 probe with a 4.2 MHz center frequency was used to acquire 2 seconds (1200 frames) of channel data.
The acquisition used a plane wave sequence composed of 9 angles evenly distributed over a span. The data were
beamformed using plane wave synthetic focusing [30], yielding a net PRF of 600 Hz. For each dataset, an ensemble of
100 frames that maximized the average spatio-temporal correlation was selected in order to minimize the amount of outof-frame motion. Adaptive demodulation was applied to reduce axial motion over the ensemble [31].
2.4 Data Processing
Processing and analysis were performed in Matlab (version R2018b, MathWorks, Natick, MA). Beamforming was
implemented using the UltraSound ToolBox (v2.1) [32]. The TensorLab (v3.0) function mlsvd was used for HOSVD [33].
Power Doppler images were formed using the proposed HOSVD filter and a conventional SVD filter [11], [29]. For
computational efficiency, processing was performed using sixteen randomly sampled blocks for both filters [34].
The SVD filter employed a lower and upper temporal cutoff as described by Song et al. [35]. The HOSVD filter employed
four cutoffs: an equivalent lower and upper temporal cutoff, a channel cutoff, and a spatial cutoff. The upper temporal
cutoffs and channel cutoff were determined adaptively [28]. The lower temporal cutoff was defined as the point where the
mean singular vector frequency exceeds a specified cutoff frequency. For both filters, the lower temporal cutoff was
parameterized using a cutoff frequency set between 15Hz and 40Hz in 5Hz increments. The same cutoff frequency was
used for paired pre-TACE and post-TACE datasets. The spatial cutoff was defined as the point where the singular value
energy begun to plateau. This point indicated the transition to dominantly noise-bearing singular values, which follow a
Marchenko–Pastur distribution [36]. The spatial cutoff was parameterized by a normalized decay rate of either 0.015 or
0.025, manually chosen so that small vessel structure was preserved.
Since power measurements may vary between clinical scans due to field-of-view and attenuative effects, an assessment of
treatment-derived changes in blood flow was performed using semi-quantitative metrics. Image quality was measured for
each image using the tumor-to-background contrast, as shown in (1)(1). Since the background region power is
approximately stable at both timepoints, the normalization by background power in the contrast measurement compensates
for attenuative and transducer effects [37]. Tumor and background ROIs that depicted a comparable echogenicity and view
were selected to facilitate a fair comparison between paired pre-TACE and post-TACE images, as shown in Figure 1. The
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relative change in contrast was measured as 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡 −
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡
, which was expected to produce a positive net
difference if flow was suppressed in the tumor region during TACE.

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡 = 10 ∗ log

1
∑
𝑀
1
∑
𝑁

𝑃𝐷
𝑃𝐷

(𝑖)

(1)

(𝑖)

RESULTS
After the TACE procedure, a decrease in tumor-to-background
contrast and tumor-region power was observed for both filters, as
shown in Figure 2. Since the TACE procedure is performed to achieve
vascular stasis within the tumor, we anticipate that this change is
indicative of flow suppression. This aligns with clinical follow-up
assessment, which indicated the cohort was composed of 2 partial
response cases and 6 complete response cases at the first follow-up
timepoint.

Figure 2: Image Quality Results. The HOSVD
filter yielded a greater change in tumor-tobackground contrast between pre-TACE and postTACE images than the SVD filter, which is
consistent with the greater background
suppression incurred by HOSVD filtering.

Examples of the pilot study cases are shown in Figure 3. Due to lipiodol deposition, the post-TACE B-mode images present
with hyperechoic structure in the tumor region. Clutter rejection filtering effectively removes the stationary hyperechoic
signal, which enables visualization of residual blood flow immediately after TACE. HOSVD produced a greater average
change in contrast after treatment (3.43 ± 1.36 dB) in comparison to SVD (2.83 ± 1.17 dB). Qualitatively, the HOSVDfiltered case produced improved discrimination of tumor borders and achieved greater suppression of thermal noise.
The lesions depicted in Figure 4 presented with reduced vascularity and were classified as partial response at first followup using contrast-enhanced imaging. However, tumor burden subsequently increased, and the lesions were classified as
progressive disease at a subsequent follow up. The post-TACE PD images shown in Figure 4. exhibit with residual
vascularity close to the tumor site, indicated by the yellow arrows, which may be an indication of remaining feeder
vasculature. In the future, an assessment of a larger HCC patient cohort will be performed to assess the relationship
between disease progression and post-TACE PD enhancement.

Figure 3. Sample TACE images with SVD and HOSVD filtering. Two clinical cases are shown to demonstrate paired
pre-TACE and post-TACE images. Power Doppler images formed using the HOSVD filter (bottom row) exhibit less clutter
than the power Doppler images formed using the SVD filter (middle row). The white arrows indicate tumor location.
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Figure 4. Paired TACE images with residual vascularity. Two of the lesions were classified as partial response at the
first follow-up, with disease progression at later follow-up timepoints. In the post-TACE power Doppler images formed
using HOSVD filtering, residual vascularity can be observed near the tumor region (yellow arrows).

3. CONCLUSIONS
This pilot study demonstrates that coupling PD imaging with advanced clutter filtering can be used to observe changes in
low velocity blood flow after TACE. The proposed HOSVD filtering technique yielded greater suppression of clutter and
noise in comparison to SVD filtering. Further, the HOSVD filter produced greater measured changes in contrast and tumorregion power between pre-TACE and post-TACE images, which suggests that HOSVD may improve assessment of
procedural endpoints.
These findings are supported by prior work, in which HOSVD produced improvement over conventional SVD filtering
for imaging of arteriole level flow (~10mm/sec [38]), observed in simulation and in vivo [28]. TACE additionally occludes
perfusion level and low velocity blood flow which has been observed using ultrasound in preliminary studies [9], [11],
[39]. Low velocity blood flow may be observed as a blush rather than structured vasculature [40], so future studies are
needed to assess if HOSVD effectively retains perfusion-level flow. To further characterize sensitivity of PD imaging
toward low velocity blood flow, we plan to develop branching vessel simulations that mimic the environment of the tumor.
Overall, non-contrast power Doppler ultrasound is a potential solution for immediate evaluation of vascular stasis achieved
during TACE procedures. In combination with advanced beamforming and filtering techniques, PD imaging is sensitive
to changes in low velocity flow that occur during TACE. We demonstrate preliminary feasibility of HOSVD filtering
using clinical data obtained in a small pilot study. In power Doppler images formed using HOSVD filtering, the observed
presence of residual vascularity may be indicative of longitudinal disease progression. In future work, we intend to have
observers or radiologists blinded to follow-up outcome assess extent of residual vascularity based on enhancement in postTACE PD images. These preliminary findings suggest that the application of HOSVD filtering may improve slow flow
visualization and could enable non-contrast ultrasound evaluation for TACE.
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